
Sculpture? 

YOUNG ART ISTS

WHAT IS  

Modelling 
materials



This is sculpture a traditional figurine, called Mianhua or Miansu,
made in Japan from Salt dough. It is a tradition and many figurines

are made this way. This style of a traditional Geisha, shows one of the
old cultural ways of dressing in Japan. Now this 'cartooned' style is
really common in animation, cartooning, as well as drawn art styles

from asia such as Manga and anime style. 
 

What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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In your box you should find:

Clay
Tools- Lolly sticks and
cocktail sticks
 Pipe cleaners. 
Sponge

Salt Dough Mix
(Salt + Flour)

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Making a Clay Model

 

WHAT IS  CLAY ?

WHERE DOES CLAY

COME FROM ?

WHAT DO YOU NOT ICE

ABOUT THE CLAY ?

WHAT IS  IT  USED FOR ?

WHEN WAS IT  F IRST  

USED FOR MODELL ING ?

You are going to need :
A space where you can be a bit
messy.
Some water 

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

WE CAN ADD COLOUR

AND TEXTURE TO

OUR SCULPTURE

WITH ACRYL IC  PA INT

AFTER IT  IS  DRY .

First we're going to get a feel
for the clay. We're going to
shape it into a 'Pinched Pot"
shape- this will give us a hollow
base to make out model. Why
do you think iyt needs to be
hollow?

We can pinch, roll, squash,
squeeze, shape. 

EXPER IMENT
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Let's look and see how each one is
different. 

What did you like and notice
about each others work?
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We can use any materials to make
sculptures. Can you think of some that
you know that are made from clay?
Draw one here.

How can we join peices well? 

Lets practise making our clay 'grippy' and
'sticky' so that the peices we join on are well
attached. 
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PLANNING SHEET
John Burgerman is a fun artist who draws creatures. He uses his imagination to
create them. We will look at this short film about his
work.https://vimeo.com/26679981

Now can you fill this space with a design for
your 'creature." We will make this one from
the clay. 

Here are some creatures that
you might get some ideas
from. 

Now can you plan how you will 'markmake' on
the clay to create your creature's textures. Fur
or scales, smooth - what will you use?



Now let's use the 'Salt Dough' recipe. 

Using salt dough is a really old fashioned way of making a model making material. It
dries in the air really well and becomes very hard and strong. It is 1 part salt to 2 x flour,
then add water to make it just the right mouldable material. 

Can tou make another model using this material? 

Plan it here. . . . 



This sculpture is from the Neopalatial
period (1600-1500 BC).
The woman is wearing a long skirt and
her hair is carefully done, the man
looks strong and powerful. 

This modern Lego set shows a family. 

Why do you think models are
such a popular part of our

culture?

THINK ABOUT. . .

Can you find more?

What are they for?

Can you sketch some?


